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Abstract
Discrimination law, around the world and particularly in the UK, has
largely ignored discrimination based on class. This article makes two main
arguments. There is a specific argument: UK lawmakers should amend
the Equality Act 2010 to introduce class as a ‘protected characteristic’
because class is a basis for discrimination. This article considers and rebuts
common arguments that class is too difficult to define. There is also a more
general argument: academics in discrimination law often sideline analysis
of class and classism. Classism tends to be euphemised as a system of
‘socio-economic disadvantage’ that is unrelated to discrimination. This
article discusses why that view is wrong. Without paying attention to class
and classism, the law will continue to ignore a major form of discrimination
and to miss how classism intersects with other forms of discrimination.
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1. Introduction
Classism is a form of discrimination.
We should use discrimination law to address classism.
Having experienced classism, those two sentences are straightforward to
me. But, looking at discrimination law in the UK and around the world,
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those sentences are controversial. With some limited exceptions,
discrimination law has overlooked classism. Despite the seriousness of
classism, the UK Equality Act 2010 (EA) does not include class as a
‘protected characteristic’. Mind the gap: classism is not a wrong known to
discrimination law in the UK.
This means that, in discrimination law in the UK, a person has no
claim based on class. Aside from attempting to squeeze claims into the
existing protected characteristics, a person may have to resort to the law of
unfair dismissal in employment contexts or, depending on the status of the
defendant, some parts of judicial review. Section 2 discusses the meaning
of class and classism in more detail. In simple terms, class is a distinctive
form of social, cultural and economic status. To illustrate discrimination
based on class, consider some examples. The current law means that a
person has no claim based on discrimination if an employer refuses to hire
them, or dismisses them, because they:
2
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•

live or have lived in council housing;

•

speak with an accent and/or dialect considered to be lower-class
or ‘common’;

•

attended a state school rather than a private school;

•

have parents who did not attend university or other higher
education;

•

at one time received state welfare payments;

•

do not have aristocratic heritage;

•

have a name considered to be lower-class, ‘chavvy’ or ‘trashy’;

•

were born, grew up and/or continue to live in a place considered
to be lower-class.
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The list goes on. The examples may be surprising. For some people, they
may even be hard to imagine, perhaps because they are so arbitrary as
reasons to treat someone unfavourably. However, difficult to justify as they
are, they provide an insight into what classism means today.
The absence of class from the EA has more insidious consequences.
While section 1 of the EA was intended to create a duty on public
authorities to have ‘due regard’ to reducing ‘the inequalities of opportunity
which result from socio-economic disadvantage’, it has never been brought
into force (except, from April 2018, for devolved Scottish authorities). In
section 1, the EA gestured towards something like class; it has now left this
behind. Meanwhile, the transformative potential of the ‘public sector
equality duty’ in section 149 can’t directly address classism because it rests
on a list of nine protected characteristics that omits class.
This omission matters for other reasons, too. The EA provides a
model for organisations and their equality policies, even beyond the
organisations that the Act legally binds. For many organisations, the default
position is to adopt the list of protected characteristics. Further protections
tend to be seen as a step beyond—possibly desirable, but not legally
required. Some organisations have added class to their lists. Many have
not. Because protecting class is optional, it depends on decision-makers
including it voluntarily. In industries where classism is deeply entrenched
(such as the legal and financial sectors), the lack of a legally compulsory
framework fails those who suffer this form of discrimination.
Although some government materials mentioned class prior to the
passing of the EA, there was very little discussion of class in the legislative
process. In more recent times, awareness of the relevance of class to
discrimination law has begun to grow. Yet there is still no committed
academic analysis of classism as a form of discrimination in the UK and,
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specifically, of its proper place in the EA. In this article, I argue for two
main outcomes. There is a specific outcome: UK lawmakers should
amend the EA to introduce class as a protected characteristic. This specific
outcome relates to a more general one. While the Indian Supreme Court
has considered class under the broad constitutional right to equality, and
while there has been wider discussion of poverty and ‘social origin’ in
Canada, the UN and Australia, classism as a form of discrimination
deserves more analysis. In particular, discrimination lawyers regularly
understand classism as ‘socio-economic disadvantage’ in a way that is
unrelated to status-based discrimination. This is mistaken. First, a
convincing concept of discrimination rests on a certain severity of
disadvantage, which means that we should not disconnect discrimination
from issues of distribution. This appears clearly when considering how
issues of distribution are key parts of other forms of discrimination, such
as racism, misogyny and transphobia. Second, if classism alone is labelled
‘socio-economic disadvantage’, it wrongly suggests those other forms of
discrimination are not also systems of ‘socio-economic disadvantage’.
In Section 2, I consider the ‘what’ objection, which says that class is too
hard to define for the purposes of discrimination law. I propose how best
to define class so that it can be a protected ground. In doing so, I argue
that class represents a distinctive combination of social, cultural and
economic capital. I also argue against using a definition that is narrower or
more rigid than this, not least because class markers change. I then
consider the alternative concepts of ‘socio-economic status’ and ‘social
condition’, which emerge as incoherent. In Section 3, I argue that it is right
to understand classism as a form of discrimination. Drawing on Khaitan’s
theory of discrimination law, classism means that lower-class people are
8
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significantly more likely than others to suffer ‘abiding, pervasive and
substantial disadvantage’ due to their class. In Section 4, I discuss the real
reasons why class is absent from the EA and from much of the scholarship
about discrimination law. In Section 5, I suggest that a sophisticated version
of intersectionality needs the concepts and language of class and classism.
While classism often blends with other forms of discrimination, such as
racism and homophobia, it remains a necessary concept to capture certain
experiences. The list of examples, above, illustrates some of those
experiences. Last, in Sections 6 and 7, I consider how my arguments relate
to some features of the law in the UK: symmetry, positive action and
indirect discrimination.
12

2. The ‘What’ Objection
A. Defining Class
When I discuss class and discrimination law, there is a common response:
isn’t class just too difficult to define? This is the ‘what’ objection and it goes
as follows. Given different meanings of class, many people assume that it
is too hazy to frame as a protected ground. Its terms—‘upper-class’, ‘uppermiddle-class’, ‘middle-class’, ‘lower-middle-class’, ‘working-class’, ‘lowerclass’—seem confusing. From this, they conclude that class cannot feature
in discrimination law, unlike gender, race, sexual orientation and religion.
I understand the intuition. At first glance, some people find class
harder to define than other well-established grounds. In part, this may be
due to a persisting sense that gender, race, sexual orientation and religion
are self-evident, innate or immutable, with no definitional difficulties.
This perception may also stem from the focus of media discussion on
these grounds. In the UK Supreme Court, the most high-profile decisions
about the EA have concerned: race and religion; religion and sexual
orientation; and race, religion and age. Sociological scholarship about
class may influence this perception, too, since it brims with different
13
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models for understanding class. With an assumed fragmentation of class
in the legacy of the Thatcher, Blair and Cameron governments, the ‘what’
objection may reflect a reduction in how explicitly people use class to
understand themselves and the world around them.
Although the objection can be explained, it is false. For one thing, if
disputes in scholarship were an obstacle to legal protection, we would be
forced to repeal many laws. More importantly, class is no harder to define
than two very familiar grounds of discrimination law: (i) race and (ii)
religion or belief. Section 9(1) of the EA defines race as including ‘colour’,
‘nationality’ and ‘ethnic or national origin’. This is far from a precise
definition. It is up to the courts and other decision-makers to determine
what race means in practice. Section 9(3) magnifies this vagueness: a racial
group is ‘a group of persons defined by reference to race’ and ‘a reference
to a person’s racial group is a reference to a racial group into which the
person falls’. The circularity is blatant. But that has not been accepted as
a reason to stop race being a protected ground. This is in spite of
widespread acknowledgment that race, in the words of Stuart Hall, is ‘a
politically and culturally constructed category’. Even with these
definitional challenges, the commitment to use the EA to combat racism
prevailed.
The picture is more obscure when it comes to religion or belief.
Section 10(1) provides that ‘[r]eligion means any religion and a reference
to religion includes a reference to a lack of religion’. Section 10(2) moves
to the even broader category of ‘belief’, which refers to ‘any religious or
philosophical belief and a reference to belief includes a reference to a lack
of belief’. Not only does section 10 deal with highly contested concepts,
but it also defines them in terms of non-existence. Courts have had to flesh
this out extensively. The Grainger test determines which beliefs the law
should protect, incorporating tricky value-judgements, such as whether or
not a belief is worthy of respect in a democratic society. Courts have had
to grapple with beliefs about environmentalism, wearing poppies in
18
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November, democratic socialism and so-called ‘gender critical’ feminism.
A recent example is the case of Casamitjana Costa v The League Against
Cruel Sports, in which Postle J reasoned that ethical veganism was worthy
of respect in a democratic society and warranted protection under the
EA.
Section 10’s case law shows why the ‘what’ objection is unconvincing.
If lawyers can fight about ethical veganism being a legally protected
philosophical belief, they can grapple with the definitional issues around
class. Definitional difficulty has not been a serious obstacle to including a
protected ground in the EA. This might seem specific to the EA. Yet,
across the globe, many of discrimination law’s instruments stop short of
formally defining their subject-matter. The preamble to the International
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
simply refers to ‘race, colour or ethnic origin’ and ‘racial differentiation’.
Article 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights refers to a broad
array of protected grounds, including ‘language, … political or other
opinion, national or social origin, … birth or other status’. The relevant
provisions in section 703(a) of Title VII of the US Civil Rights Act 1964
and article 2(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
do no more to elaborate on their terms. Granted, there are some
exceptions to this approach to definitions. In section 6(1) of the EA,
disability provides one example of a more specific definition. Still, it
seems fair to conclude that the general position is that lawmakers don’t
demand a rigid definition as a condition for something to be a protected
ground. In many instances, it is left to the courts to define and develop the
relevant protected ground(s).
Returning to the list of examples in Section 1, I suggest that each one
is an example of discrimination on the basis of class—or, in one word,
classism. The general position does not require me to state a rigid
definition to justify my proposal. That said, even if they accept the general
position as correct, judges and other decision-makers may want some
23
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clarification about what classism involves. To answer this, I combine an
example-led approach with more theoretical guidance. Rather than
demand a rigid definition, a more flexible approach is better suited to
discrimination law, since class markers evolve. This approach might worry
lawyers who are reluctant to leave these important questions to judicial
development. But, as MacCormack explains, a more flexible approach to
definition has considerable legal heritage: the Roman juristic community
tended to regard a definition less as a definitive statement, in the modern
sense, and more as a useful guideline or a convenient summary. The idea
of a useful guideline helps to guarantee context-sensitivity while also
providing some direction for lawmakers. With this in mind, I aim to
provide a guideline by drawing on the work of Pierre Bourdieu and Mike
Savage.
Class is a status that depends on social, cultural and economic aspects
of a person’s life. That is not to argue that class is always easy to identify—
at least for those who haven’t suffered discrimination on the basis of it.
Savage acknowledges the fluctuations in scholarship about class.
Developing Bourdieu’s understanding of class as a mixture of forms of
‘capital’, Savage identifies the ‘social’, ‘cultural’ and ‘economic’ capital
that class involves. Social capital refers to the personal ties and networks
that we develop or inherit. Cultural capital refers to the extent to which
other people consider that our interests and preferences are legitimate in
the sense of being valued and respected. Economic capital—perhaps the
most familiar aspect of class and the one that courts would be most
reluctant to address—refers to income and financial assets more generally.
It is understood mainly in the context of a person’s geographical location
and age group. As with existing protected grounds, such as sexual
orientation and race, class is hugely impactful in shaping how people live
while also being the product of social, cultural and economic construction.
Classism, by extension, refers to the systems of power that create and
maintain inequality (including discrimination) based on class. Class and
classism both vary according to their society. For example, when
comparing class in the UK and US, there are some similarities (close links
25
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to educational qualifications) and some differences (the UK’s formal
system of aristocracy).
Bourdieu’s framework, which Savage adapts, is not the only guideline.
Many options exist. It is not my aim to determine which framework is
best in all contexts. However, when identifying a guideline for
discrimination law, Savage’s approach offers a strong option. By
understanding class as involving different forms of ‘capital’, it emphasises
how class diffuses across the aspects of our lives: our relationships with
people, with material things, and with more abstract values, such as cultural
prestige and stigma. At the same time, Savage’s approach remembers that
these aspects influence each another. He stresses how the value of social
connections very often becomes economic value in the form of income
and real estate. Capital is a tool for emphasising the aspects of class, not
for segregating them.
Although the ‘what’ objection is false, I can respond to the concerns
that underlie it by adopting Savage’s approach. Importantly, in order to
address classism, the law doesn’t need a rigid definition of class. That
might seem contradictory. But, as Savage indicates, a rigid definition risks
failing to capture this context-sensitivity; it also risks eroding the proper
scope of legal protection. It illustrates why my list of examples in Section
1 deserves a broader guideline. On the one hand, this approach
understands that class blends with other forms of discrimination,
sometimes to the point that it makes no sense to try to analyse them
separately. On the other hand, it maintains that class is often distinctive
in its language and in how it harnesses social, cultural and economic
capital, as the list of examples shows. Therefore, in practice, a compelling
guideline would combine Savage’s approach with these kinds of examples.
While avoiding the language of class, the UN Committee on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) has considered terms
including ‘national or social origin’ and ‘economic and social situation’ in
article 2(2) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights. CESCR noted the broadness of these terms but gave
examples: ‘caste and analogous systems of inherited status’, poverty,
stereotyping, lack of access to high-quality education and healthcare.
32
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CESCR identified the strands of discrimination without using an inflexible
definition. Even though modern legal approaches in the UK tend to
encourage rigid definition, this is unnecessary. Discrimination law’s point,
in this area, is not to provide an in-depth theory of class that categorises
everyone into neat boxes. Instead, it is to protect those who suffer
discrimination. For the most part, when it comes to the existing protected
grounds, such as race and religion or belief, the less rigid approach is
already the one that the EA takes.

B. Why Not ‘Socio-Economic Status’ or ‘Social
Condition’?
When faced with the idea of introducing class as a protected ground, you
might say that it would be better to introduce ‘socio-economic status’ or
‘social condition’, similar to CESCR. Mainly outside of the UK, some
academics have argued for these grounds. In a sense, these proposals
have much in common with my suggested guideline for class. They pay
attention to wealth, professional status and educational qualifications.
These proposals are not more straightforward than class analysis, with the
authors describing how various factors influence the meaning of this status
or condition. Despite the similarities, I find the language and concepts of
‘socio-economic status’ and ‘social condition’ as protected grounds to be
incoherent.
To explain the incoherence, I draw on the Trades Union Congress’
(TUC) recent report on classism in the workplace. The report proposes
that class should become a protected ground in the UK. On the whole,
the TUC proposal is insightful, using examples of classism, such as not
shortlisting a candidate because their postcode is in a poorer area or
requiring an unpaid internship as a condition for being considered for a
job. However, though the TUC research provides a compelling range of
reasons to protect class, the report uses ‘socio-economic status’ to refer to
it. This appears with particular clarity when the proposal summarises the
current law to mean that ‘socio-economic status remains outside the
37
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groups that are explicitly covered by domestic equality legislation’. Even
in an analysis devoted to classism, slipping into the language of ‘socioeconomic status’ reinforces a false conceptual barrier between class and
existing protected grounds. Are race, gender and sexuality not also forms
of ‘socio-economic status’? Clearly, they are. That is why I don’t argue for
‘socio-economic status’ or ‘social condition’ to become a protected
ground. These terms and concepts are so broad that they cover all existing
protected grounds. A new ground of ‘social condition’ would suggest that
race isn’t a ‘social condition’; one of ‘socio-economic status’ would suggest
that gender and sexuality aren’t either. In doing so, these terms and
concepts tell us nothing about what makes my list of examples in Section
1 distinctive as examples of classism and not as, for instance, examples of
homophobia.
Consider the decision of the CEDAW Committee in da Silva Pimentel
Teixeira v Brazil (2008). Alyne da Silva Pimentel Teixeira was a poor,
Afro-Brazilian woman who died during pregnancy because of Brazil’s
failure to provide proper, timely access to emergency obstetric care. The
CEDAW Committee found that Brazil had violated article 12(2) of
CEDAW by failing to ensure that there was access to ‘appropriate services
in connection with her pregnancy’. Here, the ways in which da Silva
Pimentel Teixeira had been subjected to misogyny, racism and classism
are essential to explain why she died. But the CEDAW Committee’s
language of ‘socio-economic disadvantage’, like ‘socio-economic status’
and ‘social condition’, is not detailed enough to describe these dimensions.
Indeed, despite this insight, the CEDAW Committee failed to mention
class (or poverty) in its recommendations. The language of ‘socioeconomic disadvantage’ is wide enough to cover all the ways in which da
Silva Pimentel Teixeira suffered, while shallow enough to gloss over them
without understanding exactly why they affected her in her daily life. She
was prevented from accessing safe healthcare by her lack of money, her
lack of social connections, and the disregard for her because of her race,
gender and class. These factors meant that she was not given access to an
ambulance or a hospital with available space; she was left in a hospital
corridor by medical staff; she was transferred without medical records
42
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after the medical staff did not bring them to the hospital; and her mother
was left to retrieve the records from a health centre herself. Yes, these are
forms of ‘socio-economic disadvantage’. But we should use more detailed
tools to analyse them. Without the language and concept of class, we lose
the ability to articulate how her treatment resulted from discrimination
based on race, gender and class. This argument is not simply rhetorical. It
helps to identify the specific systems of inequality present and to tailor
solutions to them. ‘Socio-economic status’ or ‘social condition’ cannot do
that without conflating all forms of discrimination under one unfocused
heading.
49

3. Classism as Discrimination
Having discussed the concept of class and having defined it for the
purposes of discrimination law, I now argue why the law is an appropriate
tool to address classism. This involves two main issues, which are distinct
but interlinked. First, there is the issue of how classism harms people.
Second, there is the key issue of whether or not classism really fulfils the
meaning of discrimination.

A. How Classism Harms People
For those who suffer classism, the first issue seems unnecessary: it should
be obvious how classism harms people. Yet, considering the confusion
among politicians and lawyers, it appears that many people do not
understand classism. Therefore, a brief outline of what makes it harmful
may help.
When categorising harm in the context of discrimination, academics
and courts use a variety of concepts, including stigma, prejudice,
stereotyping, poverty, violence and indignity. Sometimes, there is a
division between (i) discrimination as misrecognition (which mainly refers
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to harms to a person’s identity, such as stereotypes and stigmas) and (ii)
inequality or disadvantage as maldistribution (which mainly refers to a
person’s access to resources, such as money, education and
employment). Using this division, it would be straightforward to argue
that classism is a form of misrecognition. Consider a simple example. An
interviewer in university admissions can hear a candidate’s Birmingham
accent. The interviewer also knows, from admissions data, that the
candidate would be the first person in their family to attend university.
Because of these two things, the interviewer considers the candidate to be
unintelligent and refuses to give them a university place.
In a sense, this example shows the harm of misrecognition: the
interviewer’s decision-making rests on classist stigma. However, I echo
Nancy Fraser’s concern that separating the harm of misrecognition from
the harm of maldistribution creates ‘false antitheses’. Class, with its wellknown economic connotations, is a good illustration of why we should be
careful when analysing harm in this way. Yes, in the example, the main
reason for the discrimination is because of the stigma attached to the
accent and the family’s educational qualifications. Still, I think that it is
inaccurate to reduce the harm to misrecognition. In truth, due to classist
stigma, the interviewer associates a regional accent and a family’s lack of
higher education with low intelligence. That stigma stems from, among
other things, lower-class people having less money and less access to higher
education. In this way, the maldistribution of wealth and access causes
stigma. But notice that the stigma also causes the maldistribution: the
interviewer stops the candidate from attending that university, which may
well affect the candidate’s future employment and income. To understand
the classism here, I think that we must pay attention to the cycle of
misrecognition and maldistribution, with the two being co-dependent. It is
not accurate to categorise the harm as either misrecognition or
maldistribution.
Abstract discussion only gets us so far. Reality bears out these
complexities. While it isn’t necessary to categorise every claimant into a
rigid class group for the purposes of discrimination law, groups are
important when identifying the broader picture of harms. Here, I use
‘lower-class’ to refer, typically, to people in lower-income jobs or on state
welfare, often without university education and with stigmatised accents.
Even when lower-class people overcome the hurdles to access traditionally
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prestigious professions, such as law, medicine and finance, they are likely
to earn, on average, seventeen per cent less than class-advantaged people.
This is the case even when the lower-class people did far better at
university. Lower-class women are more likely to suffer sexual and other
physical abuse in their childhoods than class-advantaged women. Lowerclass people in general, especially those who are black and brown, are
much more likely to be subjected to police violence and to the criminal
justice system than class-advantaged people. Queer lower-class people in
general are likely to become homeless and to experience violence. The
examples are many. They illustrate not only how classism blends with
misogyny, racism and homophobia, but also how pervasively classism can
harm people.
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B. Why Classism Is Discrimination
Classism harms people—that should be obvious by now. In response to
this, you may say: though classism is harmful, that does not make it a form
of discrimination. I have to do more to show why classism is
discriminatory.
There are many ways to define discrimination. Tarunabh Khaitan’s
approach has been influential in recent years. Khaitan advocates
understanding discrimination partly by using the concept of disadvantage.
For him, to decide what grounds discrimination law should protect, we
should ask: because of their membership of a certain group, are members
‘significantly more likely to suffer abiding, pervasive and substantial
disadvantage’ than non-members? By defining discrimination as groupbased and entailing a particular severity of disadvantage, Khaitan’s
approach emphasises that discrimination is different from other things that
people might label disadvantage in some settings, such as being a bad
singer.
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Other approaches vary significantly. There are two main reasons why
I adopt Khaitan’s approach when it comes to assessing if classism is a form
of discrimination. First, the approach has strong explanatory value. It
makes sense of common protected grounds, such as race, sexuality, gender
and disability, which each link to group-based disadvantage of this kind.
Second, it has strong conceptual value. Khaitan captures why
discrimination is distinctive as a systemic phenomenon, not simply as a set
of unconnected, individual-to-individual harms. Rather than separating the
concept of disadvantage from discrimination as other academics do,
Khaitan understands severe disadvantage as built into the meaning of
discrimination. When other understandings of discrimination focus more
on individualism, they miss this system of group-by-group hierarchies
based on a certain kind of disadvantage.
Applying Khaitan’s approach, what does this mean for classism? I
suggest that classism is responsible for disadvantage that satisfies his three
criteria: ‘abiding, pervasive and substantial’. Classism involves pervasive
disadvantage because of how thoroughly it affects people socially,
culturally and economically. In the UK, classism runs throughout the
systems of employment, formal education, criminal justice and many other
aspects of people’s lives, as the findings in Section 3A illustrate. This helps
to show why it also involves substantial disadvantage, because of how much
of a difference it makes to people’s lives: it causes serious stigma, violence
and material deprivation.
Last, classism involves abiding disadvantage. At first glance, this
criterion may seem harder to satisfy. You could point to the idea that
people can become rich and well-connected, so that they escape classism.
This suggestion is familiar in the claims about ‘equal opportunity’ and
‘social mobility’ that fill politicians’ speeches. However, it is not a
compelling suggestion. I accept that rich and well-connected people can
isolate themselves from suffering classism, even if they grew up lower-class.
These people may even hide that part of themselves, disguising their family
history, cultural interests and mannerisms, as well as their accent and other
regional features. But that does not mean that classism goes away. As I
understand Khaitan, disadvantage doesn’t stop being abiding just because
some people may, exceptionally, avoid it. Similarly, to try to avoid
60
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homophobia, queer people may hide their sexuality and change their
mannerisms. Homophobia is still abiding. We should know that because
people do things to try to escape it. People may be able to isolate
themselves from the disadvantage that classism entails, but the system of
disadvantage abides.
In short, classism means that lower-class people are, using Khaitan’s
formula, ‘significantly more likely to suffer abiding, pervasive and
substantial disadvantage’ than other class groups. Understanding classism
as something other than discrimination ignores how it is harmful in this
systemic way.
62

4. Moving on from ‘What’: Unpacking Why
Class Has Been Ignored
If class is no harder to define than existing protected grounds for the
purposes of discrimination law, and if classism is a form of discrimination,
the absence of class from the EA raises other questions. The most pressing
is this: what are the real reasons for ignoring class? I answer this by looking
at the attitudes of politicians, academics and courts.

A. Politicians
Beginning with politicians, two themes emerge: (i) politicians’
understanding of discrimination; and (ii) politicians’ self-interest.
The first theme, in the context of the EA, offers the most documented
explanation for ignoring class. In the legislative process that led to the Act,
many politicians assumed that discrimination was ‘very different’ from
disadvantage. In a parliamentary debate about the socio-economic duty
in section 1, politicians across the major political parties leant towards the
idea that discrimination was ‘all about perpetrators and victims’, whereas
‘disadvantage’ was not. Presumably, this captures a vague idea that
discrimination is solely about individual-versus-individual scenarios
whereas ‘disadvantage’, by implication, is something different, perhaps
structural, perhaps a personal failing. More generally, whether due to
63
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genuine ignorance or the framing of the debates, many politicians simply
ignored classism. This may be because the EA was partly a consolidation
of previous legislation. Yet this explanation doesn’t quite work: the EA
still expanded the coverage of discrimination law, as in the case of sexual
orientation.
There is, however, a glimmer of hope in a report of the Equalities
Review in 2007. The report analyses inequality due to ‘socio-economic
status and social class’, gender, race and disability, though it only uses the
concept of discrimination in relation to the last three. Unfortunately, the
2007 proposals of the Discrimination Law Review then miss out class.
The government’s response to the consultation on the Equality Bill also
omits class, while a 2009 policy paper discusses ‘social class’ only in the
context of a public authority duty. With these documents’ direct
influence, it is not difficult to see why politicians ignored class. Despite the
opportunity to develop discrimination law, lawmakers either forgot about
class or assumed that it was irrelevant.
The second theme is prominent in politics today. Politicians may worry
that protecting class would hamper their ability to implement certain
policies. Some politicians’ dismissive response to the report of the UN
Special Rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights may explain
why. If the political parties had even managed to acknowledge class as a
possible protected ground in the legislative process of the EA, it would
probably have been discarded. The failure to analyse class seems to be
wrapped up in political convenience and vested interests against
recognising the extent of classism. There are worries, as with other
protected grounds, that protecting class would prevent certain key policies
and require significant redistribution. Yet, to combat the full extent of
discrimination on existing protected grounds, such as race and disability,
lots of policies would have to be discarded in favour of deeper structural
change. These worries may be heightened in the UK, given the vast social,
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cultural and economic inequality that is closely linked with regional
differences. With the failure to implement the section 1 duty on socioeconomic disadvantage, it is not difficult to see concerns about the way in
which that duty could hinder policies that justify forms of inequality as
necessary sacrifices to ensure a better standard of living for all. It is not in
some politicians’ interests to recognise class in the first place, even without
considering the issues about the appropriate role of the courts that I
discuss in Section 4C.
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B. Academics
Linking to the dissociation between socio-economic disadvantage and
forms of discrimination, academics have also contributed to the exclusion
of class. Little academic work focuses on the role of class in discrimination
law, especially in the UK. This is surprising given the awareness of class
in other subjects. One reason for this may be due to the people writing
academic literature. As Angela Harris has observed in the context of
feminist legal theory, many academics overlook how misogyny blends with
classism and racism because those academics have always been—or,
through their careers, have become—advantaged by classism and racism.
With professional membership of higher education institutions, there
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usually comes a level of social and cultural influence, alongside financial
security.
There is something specific about the literature on discrimination law,
though. While explaining the absence of class is complex, it seems to be a
matter of intellectual heritage. In simple terms, the history goes like this.
In the 1960s and 1970s, sociological and political writing discussed class
widely. However, by the 1980s and 1990s, some academics had raised
the issue that class presumed a white, straight and masculine norm. Class
was often used in a way that excluded people of colour (whether queer or
not), white queer people and white straight women. Reacting to this, race,
gender and queer analyses pushed for a new approach, called, often
simplistically, ‘identity politics’. These developments did not discard
class, but they did mix together to minimise it. Sociological and political
scholarship then began to re-emphasise class in the 2000s, developing new,
intersectional and more sophisticated approaches. But academics in
discrimination law, with few exceptions, appear to have missed the boat.
The influence of scholarship has helped to create a climate of underestimation. Perhaps the academic work that most directly influenced the
EA was the Cambridge Review by Bob Hepple, Mary Coussey and Tufyal
Choudhury. The Labour government received the report favourably and
its main supporter, Anthony Lester, introduced a Private Member’s Bill in
2003. In the report’s one hundred and forty-seven pages of analysis and
appendices, there is one reference to ‘social classes’. Based on
‘consistency’ with the Human Rights Act 1998 and future European
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Community directives, the report makes a general recommendation about
what protected grounds should be in a single piece of equality legislation.
Social origin, despite appearing in the European Convention on Human
Rights, and class are both omitted.
Elsewhere, in the work of the Equality and Human Rights Commission
prior to 2010, class is not unheard of. In their 2008 review of equality
statistics, Sylvia Walby, Jo Armstrong and Les Humphreys refer to ‘socioeconomic status (social class)’, though they note that it is ‘not one of the
equality strands’. After that, it all but disappears. With some politicians
championing the rhetoric of ‘meritocracy’, the language—if not the
concept—of class has mostly been shunted from politics. In reality, this
shunting was ‘largely a political, not a sociological phenomenon’: class still
plays a big part in how people understand each other, despite perceptions
that Thatcherism permanently wiped away class identity. However, in
discrimination law, it was not just the doing of politicians. Academics also
had a significant role in sidelining class.
Overall, this means that analysis of classism as a form of discrimination
hardly appears in much of the scholarship about discrimination law. One
example comes from the work of Sandra Fredman. In an exploration of
her four-dimensional concept of substantive equality, Fredman makes no
mention of classism. It is not that Fredman ignores some of the substance
of classism, as her other work shows. She considers the place of socioeconomic disparity, as distinct from racism, misogyny and related forms
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of disadvantage. Still, Catherine MacKinnon criticises Fredman for using
‘a bafflingly narrow concept of disadvantage’ here. MacKinnon seems
justified: as I noted in Section 2B, are racism, misogyny and other forms
of discrimination not forms of ‘socio-economic disparity’, too? There is
an unexplained concept of discrimination lurking in Fredman’s language,
one that seems to disconnect discrimination from maldistribution. This
seems odd, since Fredman has developed her concept of equality by
unpicking the division between recognition and redistribution. Yet
MacKinnon is right to identify the linguistic problem and to note how it
suggests a conceptual division.
It is not a linguistic quirk of Fredman, but part of a pattern in this area.
In an early review of the EA, Bob Hepple makes a similar move: ‘social
disadvantage is a complex, multi-dimensional problem with many causes
not limited to discrimination’. This indicates that Hepple accepts that at
least one cause of social disadvantage is discrimination. But his work has
not tried to analyse social disadvantage as a basis for discrimination, at least
in the bizarre meaning of social disadvantage as excluding the social
disadvantage that racism, homophobia and other forms of discrimination
cause. Not only does this euphemise classism, but it wrongly separates it
from the concept of discrimination altogether.
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C. Courts
Another aspect of the exclusion of class is the perception that
discrimination law is not an appropriate tool to address classism. This
perception stems from academic treatment of class as involving
disadvantage or maldistribution that is unconnected to a form of
discrimination. Because of this, there is an assumption that judges and
other decision-makers would be unable to address class because it is purely
an economic problem and, therefore, an issue for the political branches of
government.
When it comes to courts and discrimination law, the first obstacle is
the lack of a constitutional or statutory basis for protecting class. As I have
mentioned, unlike some other jurisdictions, the list of protected
characteristics in the EA is exhaustive. Although the Human Rights Act
incorporates article 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights,
which includes the unfocused phrase ‘social origin’, in practice that article
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requires another right to be engaged and only applies to public
authorities. Plus, the ECtHR case law has not developed an
understanding of class or classism. Together, these features mean that no
claimants have advanced class as a protected ground in the UK.
The second obstacle is the broader mistake of assuming that class is
purely economic. Courts often seek to categorise issues as political or legal,
reflecting vague ideas of the separation of powers. A notable example is
the US Supreme Court’s decision in San Antonio Independent School
District v Rodriguez. The judges decided that the school district’s funding
system, which used local property taxes in addition to a minimum level of
state funding, was compatible with the Fourteenth Amendment. This was
despite the clear disparities in educational standards. The majority
reasoned that the US Constitution did not protect a fundamental right to
education. As a result, the funding system did not merit the higher
standard of scrutiny appropriate to what US law appears to have deemed
severe forms of discrimination.
In part, Rodriguez rests on a detail of legal heritage: the formulation of
a protected group as ‘a discrete and insular minority’ in US v Carolene
Products. Using this formulation, the majority reasoned that people of
lower wealth could not be such a group, being neither discrete nor
insular. Rodriguez also provides a more general lesson for the discussion
of class. It indicates the worry that class would require courts to intensify
their constitutional role, undercutting legitimate decisions of the executive
and legislative branches of government. Indeed, Powell J’s judgment brims
with a perception of the Supreme Court as lacking the justification to
scrutinise the ‘infinite variables’ in education, especially when there was
partial funding by the Texan legislature. There has been similar
reluctance in the UK. In R (SG) v Secretary of State for Work and
Pensions and R (DA) v Secretary of State for Work and Pensions, the UK
Supreme Court addressed whether or not welfare caps were indirectly
discriminatory against women and then against single parents with young
children. In SG, the majority held that the welfare cap was not
discriminatory against women, despite women being the vast majority of
single parents. In particular, the majority categorised welfare funding as a
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‘political’ issue, not a ‘legal’ one. In DA, the majority held that reducing
welfare payments to below the threshold of poverty was not manifestly
without reasonable foundation. It also reasoned that it had to give the
political branches of government ‘appropriately generous … leeway’.
There are many problems with categorising issues as either political or
legal. There is some irony when considering that, nearly two decades
before Rodriguez, the US Supreme Court declared segregation based on
race in public education to be unlawful. I accept that there are reasonable
institutional concerns about unelected judges intervening in wide-ranging
government policies, such as welfare spending. That said, it is important
to recognise that this tells us more about the perception of the role of
discrimination law than it does about introducing class as a protected
ground. As I accepted in Section 3A, class partly involves the
misrecognition that courts seem to be comfortable addressing. It involves
stigma, stereotyping, violence and prejudice, which are familiar concepts
to courts in many jurisdictions. If you believe that the role of
discrimination law should be mostly limited to addressing misrecognition,
then class shows little difference from existing protected grounds.
The challenge comes if you argue that the role of discrimination law is
broader than this, addressing equality in all its dimensions, including, as
Samuel Moyn puts it, ‘fair distribution’ of physical resources. In some
jurisdictions, courts have shown a much better understanding of the
distributive aspects of discrimination. The Indian case law contains some
limited examples in the context of class itself. In Indra Sawhney v India,
the Indian Supreme Court upheld a twenty-seven per cent reservation of
government jobs for members of designated ‘backward classes’. The
judges relied on the wording of article 16(4) of the Indian Constitution,
reasoning that it enabled the identification of backward classes not only on
the basis of economic status, but also on the basis of caste. Drawing
explicitly on the concept of class, labelling caste ‘nothing but a social class’,
the Supreme Court did well to recognise that ‘caste, occupation, poverty
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and social backwardness are closely inter-twined’. Thanks to the strong
constitutional recognition of casteism and the commitment to reservations,
the Supreme Court saw itself as institutionally appropriate and engaged in
more protective decision-making.
Concerns about institutional legitimacy have been advanced against
almost every protected ground. They have arisen in the context of race
and gender when it comes to equal pay. Yet notice how a dichotomy
forms when it comes to the prospect of class. On the one hand, courts
often understand misogyny, ableism, transphobia, homophobia, racism
and ageism as status-based discrimination, emphasising the ‘socio-’ part of
‘socio-economic disadvantage’ while minimising the ‘-economic’ part.
Courts view the discrimination against the status groups that make up the
existing protected grounds as mainly about misrecognition, such as stigma
and prejudice. On the other hand, when courts have addressed socioeconomic disadvantage, apparently resembling something like class, the ‘economic’ part takes over. There is little awareness of the cycle of
misrecognition and maldistribution that I discussed in Section 3A.
This dichotomy shows the influence of academic presentation of issues
of class as unrelated to discrimination. It also shows that class is not alone
in posing these questions for discrimination law. If you understand
discrimination on existing protected grounds in its full form, there are
always economic issues. Class may carry more economic connotations, but
that is because of a simplistic understanding of classism and of other forms
of discrimination. The research shows the concentration of black and
brown people in lower-class groups, as well as the particularly severe
impact of poverty on women in all racial groups. Economic issues exist
throughout forms of discrimination, especially when forms of
discrimination mix together as racism, misogyny and classism often do.
Overall, I accept that class contributes to the broader debate about how
far discrimination law should allow courts to review economic policies.
However, this is yet another bad reason to exclude class from
discrimination law. It goes to the issue of the law’s thin concept of
discrimination rather than to a unique challenge of class. In this sense,
class offers an opportunity for courts. It helps to emphasise the cycle of
misrecognition and maldistribution in many forms of discrimination.
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5. Is Intersectionality the Answer?
The attitudes of politicians, academics and courts come together to explain
the absence of class from the EA and from much analysis of discrimination
law. I have attempted to show why these attitudes do not justify that
absence; I now move to consider other questions about class as a protected
ground. I start with the question of how class relates to intersectional
approaches to discrimination law.
Class, traditionally understood, has baggage. This relates to the
intellectual history discussed in Section 4B. In short, there are two main
concerns. The first is that class has disintegrated in the UK to the extent
that we should not discuss it anymore. I have explored why this is false.
The second is that class represents a whitewashed concept, which, in turn,
prioritises masculine, straight men. While the first concern often features
as a weak political device to ignore classism, the second represents a
legitimate reluctance to use older concepts of class that fail to understand
how it can be racial and gendered.
Co-opting classism to erase other forms of discrimination still happens
today. In The New Class War, Michael Lind does a convincing job of
identifying why many political parties ‘pretend that enduring, selfperpetuating social classes no longer exist’. Lind provides a nuanced
analysis of the intergenerational impact of class, noting, in one instance,
the miserable finding that families with surnames deriving from William
the Conqueror’s Norman French aristocracy still top the UK’s class
hierarchy. However, though he recognises the racially diverse and
migrant nature of many lower-class people, Lind tries to use class to
portray efforts to combat racism, misogyny and transphobia as the
playthings of the ‘metropolitan elite’. With examples like this, which
misuse classism to trivialise other forms of discrimination, there is good
reason to ask if the better solution would be to approach discrimination
law in an intersectional manner, rather than to introduce class itself as a
protected ground.
Although intersectionality is becoming more widely used, it is worth
briefly setting out what it means. In relation to discrimination law,
Kimberlé Crenshaw was the first to use the term, though much of its
substance has long featured in the work of other authors, such as Audre
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Lorde and Angela Davis. In her 1989 article, Crenshaw criticises how
discrimination law restricts analysis to a single protected ground. As black
women have had to choose between a claim based on misogyny
(understood from the perspective of white women) and one based on
racism (understood from the perspective of black men), the distinctive
experiences of black women have been ‘theoretically erased’.
With ‘combined discrimination’ still yet to be brought into force in the
EA, these problems persist. As I understand it, two key features of
intersectionality are as follows. First, intersectionality is not about adding
up forms of discrimination as if they were numbers in mathematics. It is
about recognising the distinctive experiences of people who suffer
intersectional discrimination, not simply the experiences that are similar
to people who suffer ‘single-axis’ discrimination. Second, it encourages
us to focus on the people most severely disadvantaged by discrimination,
who are usually those suffering intersectional discrimination.
Intersectionality, therefore, concentrates on identifying and dismantling
structures of power.
To explore class and intersectionality, I look at Shreya Atrey’s analysis
of poverty and intersectionality in discrimination law. Atrey develops
intersectional analysis in a way that is friendly to the arguments that I have
set out so far. Atrey identifies the intersectional case of poverty without
seeking to undermine the argument that poverty should be a protected
ground itself. She explains poverty’s ‘dual intersectional character’. In
one sense, it is intersectional because it involves different dimensions of
disadvantage. Poverty entails exclusion, lack of income and limited access
to education. In another sense, it is intersectional because of how it relates
to status groups. Poverty changes the experiences of people who suffer, for
example, ableism, racism and/or misogyny. In her analysis, she explores
how poverty can be a consideration as part of the discriminatory context
and a full concept of equality, which courts can examine in a claim based
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on existing protected grounds. I agree that awareness of poverty is crucial
for an accurate system of discrimination law. Without it, the law loses a
key tool to explain the full extent of discrimination. The law also loses a
tool to outline the most effective solutions for the groups in question. Atrey
uses the language of status groups, but, unlike other academics, she avoids
sealing them off from socio-economic disadvantage. This is because Atrey
pays attention to the material deprivation that membership of these groups
often entails.
Having said that, I’m not sure about one of Atrey’s comments. As
noted, Atrey suggests that her argument offers alternative ways to consider
poverty in discrimination law and ‘does not undercut the debate over
recognising poverty as a ground’. Atrey assumes that she can provide a
committed intersectional analysis, which includes poverty, without poverty
as a protected ground. I disagree with the use of ‘poverty’ instead of
‘class’, though this is a side issue that I address in Section 6. For the
moment, I disagree with treating class or poverty only as a consideration
in legal analysis and not as a protected ground. I suggest that an
intersectional approach will always have major flaws without class or
poverty as a protected ground.
Apply the problem that Crenshaw identifies, in the context of racism
and misogyny, to intersectional cases that include classism or, more
narrowly, poverty. In systems of discrimination law that use protected
grounds, to ask claimants to choose one ground into which to squeeze
their situation will always fail to represent that situation if it involves
classism or poverty. An example of this problem arose in the Supreme
Court of Canada’s decision in Gosselin v Quebec, which Atrey discusses.
The case concerned a social assistance scheme in Quebec, which paid
recipients who were under thirty years old roughly one-third of the amount
paid to those who were thirty and over. The claimant sued to obtain
reimbursement of the difference, which would have amounted to around
$389 million (plus interest) for all those affected. It was argued, and
adjudged, as a claim about ageism. The majority held that the
government’s use of age as a criterion targeted those younger people, with
the aim that they would enter work-related training programmes, become
‘integrate[d]’ into the workforce and emerge as ‘self-sufficient’. As a
whole, the case provides a good example of why the lack of a legal
framework around classism and poverty impairs the quality of legal
136
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analysis. McLachlin CJ struggled to articulate why the group was
particularly disadvantaged. For example, McLachlin CJ observed that
‘young adults as a class simply do not seem especially vulnerable or
undervalued’ or ‘particularly susceptible to negative preconceptions’.
These observations show a warped analytical lens. The group was not
merely based on age; it should not have been summarised as ‘young
adults’. The case was not about young adults who were wealthy, having
attended private schools and obtained highly paid jobs. It was about young
adults who were recipients of a social assistance scheme . By contrast,
Bastarache J provided much more accurate reasoning in his dissent: ‘we
are not dealing with a general age distinction but with one applicable within
a particular social group, welfare recipients’. The majority’s singular
focus on ageism obscured classism and, consequently, undermined the
law’s accuracy and effectiveness. In light of this, you might say that Atrey’s
analysis still works fine. If the majority had considered poverty—or, more
precisely, welfare receipt—in Gosselin, it could have found discrimination
on the basis of age. That may well be right; analysing that aspect would
likely have improved the majority’s reasoning. However, as an analytical
consideration, class or poverty would remain optional for judges. By
contrast, rather than being at the discretion of a particular judge, the use
of a protected ground would require any judge to engage with the core of
the argument.
This effect on judges is not the only reason to say that we must do
better than using class or poverty as just an analytical consideration. Two
further reasons touch on the conceptual and strategic benefits.
Conceptually, in grounds-based systems of discrimination law, treating
class or poverty as an analytical consideration achieves only a skeletal
version of intersectionality. In a system like the UK, the relationship
between a ground and a consideration is hierarchical. A ground is the
foundation for the analysis, expressing itself as the gateway for claims and
providing the key label for claimants to narrate their experiences. A
consideration is not: it is an elaboration. It remains parasitic on a protected
ground. This structure clashes with the idea that intersectionality should
be at the centre of discrimination law, not being secondary or a mere
‘buzzword’. In this way, intersectionality explains why we can have class
as a protected ground and pay attention to how classism often blends with
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other forms of discrimination. Notice that intersectionality doesn’t
demand either of these further arguments: (i) that classism should only be
addressed where other forms of discrimination are present; and (ii) that
the law will be able to develop intersectionality properly without
recognising class as a protected ground.
Consider the example of someone from Bradford, West Yorkshire,
who applies for a job. The potential employer looks at her application
form. He has heard stereotypes about Bradford being ‘rough’ and ‘full of
Pakistani people’, which he supports by noting that the applicant has a
common Pakistani surname. Not wanting that type of person to work for
him, he throws away her application form. Here, racism and classism (or,
to use Atrey’s concept, prejudice about poverty) blend together in the
employer’s behaviour. It is not accurate to put them in a hierarchy, with
race as the foundation and class or poverty as only a consideration—or the
other way round. One is not secondary or supplementary. To do so would
be too rigid and anti-intersectional. This is why it is wrong to think that
treating class or poverty as only a ‘consideration’ in our concept of equality
can be compatible with a sophisticated version of intersectionality. It also
touches on why I rejected the idea of ‘socio-economic status’ or ‘social
condition’ as a protected ground in Section 2B. In a system that uses
protected grounds, you would have to either: (i) approach ‘socio-economic
status’ and ‘social condition’ in a way that excludes race, sexuality and the
other grounds; or (ii) accept that ‘socio-economic status’ and ‘social
condition’ always cover the other grounds, therefore denying class any
conceptual or linguistic distinctiveness. Both options are antiintersectional.
Strategically, class provides advocates of discrimination law with a
powerful tool to respond to its critics. A common criticism of theories of
discrimination, in general, is that they oversimplify groups of people.
They essentialise groups, so that all black people in the UK are stereotyped
as poor or that all women with Pakistani heritage in Bradford are
stereotyped as subservient to their husbands. Without careful explanations
of why intersectionality prioritises those who are likely to be the most
disadvantaged, discrimination law risks alienating important voices,
including those within protected groups. Class adds nuance to analysis. It
helps intersectionality to explain its priorities and focus on the most
vulnerable people within groups.
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The conceptual and strategic benefits also address the worry about
whether class makes analysis white, straight and/or masculine. In the
example I have described, is class a shorthand for white poor people,
excluding poor people with Pakistani heritage? It could be—if we talk about
class solely when we talk about white people. To solve this, we need to talk
about class more. We need to use it when analysing how discrimination
towards a black family in Hartlepool, County Durham, without university
education and in low-paying jobs, is likely to be different from
discrimination towards a wealthy black family in Chelsea, London. That
doesn’t mean that those families have no shared experiences. But it does
reveal that there are factors that make their experiences distinctive.
More broadly, there will be situations in which debating how to label
discrimination becomes purposeless, since forms of discrimination—such
as racism and classism—can be closely linked to the point of being
inseparable. Yet, rather than asking us to replace the concepts of race,
class and gender with an unfocused label like ‘socio-economic status’,
intersectional analysis encourages us to pay detailed attention to how these
concepts interact. Instead of minding the gap, intersectionality can help
discrimination law to close it.
147

6. More Harm than Good? Symmetry and
Positive Action
Aside from ‘socio-economic status’ and ‘social condition’, I have noted
that academics tend to favour the concept of poverty over class. For
instance, Atrey defines poverty in a way that goes beyond merely tallying
numbers in people’s bank accounts: it relates to certain social, cultural and
economic aspects of people’s lives. In this sense, it is similar to my
understanding of class. That said, poverty is asymmetrical. Everyone falls
into a class, whether they are advantaged or disadvantaged by classism, but
not everyone is in poverty. Only those who are worst off in a society are
considered to be in poverty.
The relationship between ‘class’ and ‘poverty’ sits in the wider debate
about symmetrical protection in discrimination law. For instance, straight
people, who do not suffer homophobia as queer people do, are able to
claim discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in the UK. Khaitan
understands this symmetry as a way to minimise resentment about
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discrimination law, which avoids protected groups suffering more
discrimination as a result. For the purposes of this article, the more
specific issue is whether we should use poverty instead of class to ensure
that discrimination law offers the best level of protection that it can. The
worry appears in recent concerns about plans to widen access to
universities. The Headmasters’ and Headmistresses’ Conference (HHC)
claimed that the plans were discriminatory against private-school students
‘on the basis of the class they were born into’. The HHC represents a
system that is a staple of UK classism, charging tens of thousands of
pounds per student per year and vigorously opposing the removal of
private schools’ charitable status. In the words of one commentator, it is
‘almost beyond parody’. Unfortunately, for discrimination law, it is not
just parody: there is a real danger that powerful individuals will misuse class
as a protected ground in order to entrench classism. By allowing this, the
law would protect discriminators and hinder efforts to prioritise those who
suffer classism.
The danger is not new. It rests on the idea of formal equality, which
assumes that we should reduce equality to sameness and aim to treat
people in the same way, no matter how bad. Symmetry is only one
example. The US case law on affirmative action provides another. From
the focus on attaining limited diversity rather than reducing disadvantage
in Regents of the University of California v Bakke and Fisher v University
of Texas (II) to the argument for colour-blindness in Parents Involved in
Community Schools v Seattle School District, the cases show challenge
after challenge to affirmative action in education. Some people,
advantaged by a form of discrimination, use litigation to hinder the law’s
ability to eliminate that discrimination. Taking the themes of symmetry
and positive action in the UK in turn, I now address this problem.
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protected ground according to Khaitan’s formulation of ‘abiding, pervasive
and substantial disadvantage’. Under this approach, people who benefit
from a form of discrimination based on a ground would not be able to
claim discrimination using that ground. Class may be symmetrical, but
classism is not. However, in practice, the picture is more complicated.
Many politicians and interest groups could caricature asymmetrical
protection of class—and other protected grounds—as social warfare and
discrimination in itself. This leaves us with an unsatisfactory situation.
Unless we change the EA’s wider symmetry (except for disability), we
always risk distorting the understanding of discrimination as a particular
kind of group-based disadvantage. As with the economic aspects of
discrimination discussed in Section 4C, that is not a problem limited to
class: it applies across the board.
In response, you might argue that poverty reduces the dangers of
symmetry. For example, the UN defines the core of poverty to be ‘a denial
of choices and opportunities, a violation of human dignity’. The
asymmetry could ensure that people do not misuse it if they are out of
poverty. To this, I suggest two main reasons to prefer class. The most
important reason is protection-based. While poverty is always an example
of classism, poverty does not capture the full range of classism.
Discrimination law should still protect a person from classism, even if they
are out of poverty. In a workplace where an employee is paid below the
average salary in this country, but above the poverty threshold, that
employee can still suffer classism. Even in high-status professions, such as
banking or law, classism is rife, though few bankers and barristers are in
poverty. The law should protect anyone who suffers classism, including
people who live or have lived in poverty. Poverty as a protected ground
would not protect some people who suffer classism. By contrast, class
(understood using Savage’s approach and Khaitan’s criteria) could protect
all people in poverty and more.
The second reason is connotation-based. The language and concepts
of class and poverty overlap. Nevertheless, different connotations exist.
Class is often reduced to economic status, but class and classism,
particularly in the UK, are familiar as involving snobbery, regionalism and
accent bias, as well as particular attitudes in education and employment.
These aspects remain part of everyday language, which could make class
more accessible to judges and other decision-makers. Although a thick
definition of poverty is compelling, it does not have this role in everyday
language.
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B. Class and Positive Action
When discrimination law is strongly committed to creating transformation,
symmetry is less of a problem. While, for example, some straight people
might claim to have experienced discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation, there would not be widespread hindrance of programmes
aimed at changing workplaces, universities and other organisations. Some
jurisdictions have made more room for this than others. The general trend
in South African decisions illustrates an understanding of discrimination
law’s transformative potential by using it to redress ‘past exclusion,
dispossession, and indignity’. The Constitutional Court’s reasoning has
not always been convincing. Still, it has shown an impressive ability to
grapple with potential conflicting interests between protected groups, such
as the complexities around promoting white women and promoting black
men in South African Police Service v Solidarity obo Barnard . Other
jurisdictions acknowledge the importance of these transformative
measures, particularly India’s system of reservations.
The UK’s approach to positive action is less developed. Section 158(1)
sets out that a person (P) must reasonably think that:
158
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(a) persons who share a protected characteristic suffer a
disadvantage connected to the characteristic;
(b) persons who share a protected characteristic have
needs different from those of persons without the
characteristic; or
(c) participation in an activity by persons who share a
protected characteristic is disproportionately low.
The three focal points are disadvantage, difference and participation. So
far, it is promising. Section 158(2) sets out further conditions:
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‘This Act does not prohibit P from taking any action which
is a proportionate means of achieving the aim of—
(a) enabling or encouraging persons who share the
protected characteristic to overcome or minimise that
disadvantage,
(b) meeting those needs, or
(c) enabling or encouraging persons who share the
protected characteristic to participate in that activity.’
This framework offers the foundation for responding to worries about
upper-class people, in particular those wealthy people who are privately
educated, misusing class in order to undercut positive action. Section
158(2) would still enable educational decision-makers to prioritise classdisadvantaged people in their access initiatives.
There are, however, risks. As a matter of strategy, those decisionmakers who currently use class as a measure to prioritise more
disadvantaged applicants might find their efforts undermined by bad
judicial interpretation of terms such as ‘proportionate’. More pressingly,
in ‘recruitment and promotion’, section 159(4)(a) limits positive action to
situations in which ‘A is as qualified as B to be recruited or promoted’ at
the time of the positive action. Without a contextual interpretation of the
phrase ‘as qualified as’, the EA puts a significant limit on the law’s
transformative potential in employment—especially if the idea of
qualification or merit is itself defined in discriminatory ways. As a
protected ground, class would be subject to this provision, too. Once
more, though, this is not a problem specific to class, but a problem for
protected grounds across the board. The same logic applies to those
decision-makers who might otherwise seek to address, for instance,
homophobia, racism and/or misogyny in their recruitment processes.
Rather than arguing against introducing class, it should make us argue for
a contextual interpretation of qualification and merit, taking into account
the discrimination that people have faced.
If there are these strategic hurdles, you might say that class, as a ground,
would do more harm than good. As with the existing grounds, that is one
of the dangers when viewing equality as sameness of treatment and using a
superficial understanding of discrimination. But it is vital not to forget the
benefits of introducing class. As a matter of symbolism, it would send a
clear message about understanding classism as discrimination, no longer
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ignored or presumed to be something else. In a country as closely
connected with classism as the UK, that symbolic value should not be
shunned. As a matter of more structural change, we should remember that
the EA operates as a model for organisations. With class as a protected
ground, workplaces would to have update their equality policies and write
new guidance. The symbolic value would translate into structural value to
ensure that organisations comply with the law. The key point, then, is not
that my argument would reinvent the EA overnight as a refined,
disadvantage-led approach to equality. It is, instead, that my argument
offers symbolic and structural benefits that the law is missing.

7. Class, Courts and the Danger of Watering
Down
Return to the list of examples that I outlined in Section 1. With class as a
‘protected characteristic’ in the EA, those examples would amount to
discrimination in law. Worries about courts being unable to address
classism are unconvincing when it comes to direct discrimination. Section
13(1) defines ‘direct discrimination’ as person A treating person B less
favourably than others because of a protected characteristic. If B can show
direct discrimination, the law does not allow A to justify their behaviour.
Because of this, direct discrimination prioritises the aspect of
misrecognition that I mentioned earlier: it emphasises stereotypes and
stigmas. Of course, courts are undertaking limited redistribution if they
find direct discrimination, such as ordering the discriminator to pay
compensation. Yet direct discrimination focuses on decisions explicitly
based on a protected ground. Class is easy to accommodate in this
framework. If an employer dismisses a person because that person is
lower-class, it would be direct discrimination. If an employer refuses to
hire a person because that person lives on a council estate, a court would
likely find that reason to be a ‘proxy’ for class and find direct
discrimination.
Indirect discrimination poses more of a challenge. Section 19(1)
defines ‘indirect discrimination’:
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A person (A) discriminates against another (B) if A applies
to B a provision, criterion or practice which is
discriminatory in relation to a relevant protected
characteristic of B’s.
Section 19(2) provides further detail:

For the purposes of subsection (1), a provision, criterion
or practice is discriminatory in relation to a relevant
protected characteristic of B's if—
(a) A applies, or would apply, it to persons with whom B
does not share the characteristic,
(b) it puts, or would put, persons with whom B shares the
characteristic at a particular disadvantage when compared
with persons with whom B does not share it,
(c) it puts, or would put, B at that disadvantage, and
(d) A cannot show it to be a proportionate means of
achieving a legitimate aim.
Bearing these provisions in mind, consider the TUC’s example of an
unpaid internship. Imagine that a London employer requires all
applicants for a job to do a fortnight-long unpaid internship. On the one
hand, a court could find this to be indirect discrimination in relation to
class. The employer applies the criterion to all potential applicants. Some
applicants, including B, work part-time in a supermarket and can’t do the
internship, since they can’t afford the travel to, or the accommodation
near, the employer’s offices. They know no-one near London that they
could stay with. This means that those applicants, including B, are left
without that job opportunity. However, there is evidence that the employer
has the ability to provide online resources about their work. There is also
evidence that the employer has enough money to pay applicants to do the
internship if the employer converts it from a fortnight-long programme to
a week-long programme, or if the employer offers slightly fewer
internships a year. Therefore, though the employer has the legitimate aim
of evaluating if B is dedicated to and suitable for the job, the criterion is
not ‘a proportionate means’ of achieving that aim.
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On the other hand, it easy to imagine courts watering down the
standard of justification required. Hearing about the employer’s financial
constraints, a court might place a lot of weight on this aspect when
interpreting the term ‘proportionate’. While the court would acknowledge
the exclusionary impact on class-disadvantaged applicants, it would still
find that the criterion could be justified. The reasoning sounds familiar. It
returns us to the perception of courts as inappropriate decision-makers
when addressing the economic aspects of discrimination, as in DA and
SG. The protection of class in the context of indirect discrimination
would be lip service.
To avoid the danger of watering down, academics and practitioners
should emphasise two main points: (i) the economic aspects of
discrimination in relation to the existing protected grounds, which is a
straightforward interpretation of the courts’ statutory mandate in the EA;
and (ii) courts’ legitimacy to address these aspects in the context of
litigation. Taking the first point, the language of the EA supports this
interpretation. The Act refers to ‘disadvantage’, ‘needs’, ‘adjustment’ and
‘participation’. It is littered with concepts closely linked to economic
issues. Disadvantage may be about money and income; participation
depends, in part, on money and income. Losing your job because of
discrimination involves financial detriment to you. These are not difficult
ideas, especially for judges who regularly calculate compensation. Judges
should stress the economic aspects of discrimination as well as their codependent relationship with the social and cultural aspects. Shying away
from them is shying away from the EA’s specific mandate.
Taking the second point, courts are not asked to write the
government’s fiscal budget from scratch. Claims in discrimination law
typically involve individual-to-individual litigation. If a court finds
discrimination, it should not doubt its institutional legitimacy simply
because there will be economic consequences. Parliament has assigned
courts the role of the key decision-makers under the EA for a reason.
Properly understood, that is to develop an intellectually rigorous and
effective regime of discrimination law. It is not to shy away from
discrimination when situations get complicated. Clearly, these questions
involve controversial arguments about courts’ roles and institutional
appropriateness. Ultimately, the point to remember is that courts’
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legitimacy comes from judicial expertise in identifying and developing legal
principles, specifically, here, the meaning of discrimination. It doesn’t
come from warping that meaning because it will disrupt government policy
or employers’ arrangements. Courts in the UK often pride themselves,
rightly or wrongly, on their intellectual rigour. Ignoring the economic
aspects of any form of discrimination, or watering down the standard of
justification for indirect discrimination, is not intellectually rigorous. It is
muddled.

8. Conclusion
My specific argument is that class should be a protected ground in the EA.
Its absence represents an incomplete and superficial understanding of
discrimination. With no persuasive justification for that absence, and many
good reasons to include class, lawmakers should amend the EA. My
general argument is that, without analysing class and classism,
discrimination law has a big gap. That gap prevents the law from achieving
a sophisticated, intersectional approach to discrimination.
There are obstacles to introducing class as a protected ground, not least
political opposition. Yet, with growing awareness of classism as a form of
discrimination, it is becoming harder to deny its place in the EA and in
discrimination law as a whole. It is naïve to think that amending the EA
would erase classism in the UK, even if, as a protected ground, class could
feature in the public sector equality duty. Only a much greater
transformation would do this. But protecting class is a necessary part of
that transformation. Lawmakers should do more than mind the gap: they
should close it. We should be confident that:

Classism is a form of discrimination.
We should use discrimination law to address classism.
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